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Introduction
The facial features, such as eyebrow, eyes, nose, mouth, and chin, are the prominent features of a face, among which eye is considered salient and relatively stable feature for helping identify human face.When we detect facial features, it is advantageous to detect eyes before the detection of other facial features [1, 2] . In practice ,as an important visual cue and crucial step for face image processing, it has been applied widely in many applications such as face alignment, face recognition, user attention and gaze(e.g. driving and marketing), expression analysis, driver fatigue detection, HCI, etc.
will too trivial to distinguish. Particularly illumination variation for eye detection applications could be greatly sensitive. Hence, the eye image will not look much different in appearance or shape from the rest of the face. Thereby, these approaches lack either efficiency or accuracy, and are not ideal for some real applications. It may be worse for faces with non-frontal orientations, under different illuminations.
In order to alleviate these problems, this paper proposes a novel scheme integrated several cues and coarse-to-fine strategy. The kernel of the scheme is composed of a hierarchical stages for precise eye location in face area, including three main steps. Firstly, necessary preprocessing operations are carried out in facial image, including median filter and histogram equalization. Thereafter, constructing EyeMap to highlight eye-analog fragments, by means of flexible threshold and discriminant criterion established from priori knowledge,we can extract eye region.Finally, the precise eye center can be located by improved projection function. All of processing steps are simple operations and never involve expensive computation such as convolution, feature point search or template matching that are often used in popular methods.
Overall architecture of our approach is showed in Figure. 1. Illustrated as Figure 1 , the flow chart consists of two parts, one is the eye region extraction based on EyeMap. In this part, we can get a rough location, which will specify an area where the eyes may appear. The other part is locate eye center based on projection function and similarity validation, from this part we can get precise position of eyes on face image,which is very valuable to face alignment and head pose estimation. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 and 3 provides the details with regard to module and approach in use. Section 4 shows the experiments results on real images, followed by the discussion and conclusion in section 5.
2.Eye Region Extraction
As distinct facial organ, eye has own structure and shape. Moreover, compared with other parts such as mouth ,nose,eye and even eye-pair itself, provide several stable feature cues concerning color, texture and geometrical relationhip.All of cues are helpful to extract eye area grossly.
EyeMap
Detecting a eye-pair area roughly based on color relays on the fact that high Cb and low Cr values are present around the eyes as method in [11] , we can produce the eye map from the chroma. It is calculated as follow : C are the normalized blue, red and negative of blue chroma components respectively. After applying this method to preprocessed image, the color image is converted to a grey level image. The eyes regions can then be extracted from gray level image using a appropriate threshold operation. Apart from the eyes, some other dark regions are also extracted as connected regions when binarizing gray-level image. Though most of unwanted regions can be removed via a component verification process, selection of threshold affects greatly result of extraction.Considering the cost of computation, this method is very attractive with merit of speed and simplicity. Fig. 2 shows the procedure of this method to find potential eye regions.
Fig. 2 Eye candidates extraction based on EyeMap

Heuristic Rule filter
After segmention based threshold, there are many possible candidates called a block in segmented facial region.Therefore, it is necessary to remove the obvious non-eye regions with some priori knowleges to narrow search scope in sequent stage. Through analysizing geometrical relationship between each facial component in face, we can find some heuristic informations, including the size, distance, aspector ratio, position, angle,etc. These prejudging rules can instruct us to filter major non-eye regions more accurately and efficiently.Due to observation and analysis, we establish discriminant criterion as follows:
(I)frontal face is bilateral symmetry concerning certain axis approximately.Two eyes should be located at two sides of the symmetry axis in frontal face.
(II) actual eye regions are usually located in the upper half of the facial image,more accurately, are above the mouth and under the eyebrow with certain distance.Furthermore, shape yielded from the mouth to the left and right eyes is close to isosceles triangle in frontal face ; Angle between the mouth and the eyes should be between 35 degrees and 65 degrees; The centroid of the mouth region should be located in between both centroid of eye blocks ;
(III) geometrical measures should be within appropriate range in pixel numbers which are dependent on face size, such as size and aspect ratio of eye block, distance between each eye block, distance between each eye to the symmetry axis,etc.
As a useful feedback, the result of rules filter can update selection of threshold. Value of threshold is set from high to low with certain step-length untill that two regions satisfy all the discriminant criterions as much as possible. In this way, the optimal threshold can be automatically found .
Among the rules, we utilize mouth detection [11] and symmetry analysis [12] . Briefly, mouth detection is based on redness characteristics of mouth pixels.Although this criterion does not classify mouth features available in a given image explicitly, it allows the detection of candidate mouth regions. In our approach, the eye region extraction is carried out relative to the position of the mouth candidates.The mouth-like regions are detected using the mouth map criterion proposed by Hsu et al.method. Fig. 4(b) shows a mouth-map when (2) is applied to a color facial image shown in Fig. 4(a) . Finally, the positions of the mouth feature points are obtained by applying a threshold criterion and a hole-filling technique to the mouth-map image. After prejudging rules' examination, the number of face included image segments is reduced efficiently. Time cost is saved considerably from the great calculation work of template matching.
As an intrinsic characteristic of objects and shapes, symmetry has been used to describe and recognise shapes and objects both on a global scale and as a local feature. In this paper, we apply principal component analysis to detect the symmetry axis of a human face. It is well known that, in 2-D geometrical shapes, PCA can be used to detect principal directions of the spatial shape. In ref. [13] , the method for detection of direction of facial images based on PCA is presented. It pointed out that in the binary image of a human face, the first principal axis shows the direction of the head while the second principal axis indicates the direction of the line joining the two eyes. For lighten the burden of computation and disturb from uneven lighting on face, we transform gray-level image to edge image after applying illumination correction and Canny operator on gray-level image.Let I(x,y) be intensity at point (x,y) in edge image, cov as the covariance matrix of edge image ,can be given as 
Fine eye localization
Once two eye blocks appear from the segmented image and spread to a certain size, they will be detected by the determination criterion of eye region. However, sometimes, we found that in the detection process the two detected eyes might not be real eyes, further more, it is difficult to seek precise center of eye.In fact, the latter is crucial in applications such as face recogntion and alignment because of the interference of complex gray-level distribution in eye. For searching the exact center of eye, we adopt four steps.First of all, extarcting rectanglar window is implemented around the centroid of eye-analog region gained in previous stag. Suppose the distance between two centroids is d, then the size of the eye windows are set 0.72d×0.56d. Both edges of rectangle are parallel to line joining two centroid and vertical line of joining line respectively.Next, utilizing hybrid projection function Combining IPF and VPF to estimate acurate position of eye center as approach refered in [14] . Thereafter, extarcting rectanglar window is implemented as presented above once again, the difference is that just taking eye center as center of extracting window. Finally, we can calculate similarity of left and right eye sub-images from second extraction to validate detection further. Appropriate operations are applyed to decrease matching error from non-alignment due to unprecise location of central point and different lighting between two sub-images. Besides illumnation correction, a reasonable strategy for obtaining all locations of the window is to shift the window and use the match measure at every point in the sub-image. Thus, for an m×n subimage, we can measure similarity by means of cross-correlation coefficient SIM(g,f) as (5): 
Experimental results and analysis
We implemented the algorithm with Matlab 7.6 and tested our proposal algorithm on some images collected from internet and web camera, which includes 121 images of 114 different peoples,image size ranging from 101 148 to 556 669 pixels,. The variation of images covers different illumination, face rotation and partial occlusion. We roughly group them into three sets by illumination, namely natural illumination, sidelight and dark. The illumination problem becomes much worse orderly and this makes the face images in last cluster degenerate heavily. The test images also include a lot of rotated face images under various lighting condition. The following demonstrate some image examples and the corresponding detection results, which are under changing illumination showed in Fig.6 , and rotated face situation showed in Fig.7 . Among 121 facial images, 98 of them are correctly detected. The algorithm achieves 80.9% correct detection rate.However, it could locate the eyes falsely under certain conditions.Analyzing the false location images, we can coarsely divide them into four categories: the first category is the facial region is too small or blurry to partition eye details. In those images, the patterns like eye are too many, even in the detection the algorithm is wrong to regard the nostrils as eyes.Experiment results demonstrate that performance in high resolution image is better than the low's. The second category is the images with heavy shadow and partial occlusions from wide spectacle frames, hat and hair.Locating eye in such images, it is mistaken easily for eye glasses frame. The third category is similar to the previous essentially, difference is that error is yielded by strong reflections from glasses, highlighted skin around eyes.The forth category is the profile images. For these images, there is a change in facial symmetry, and the algorithm often detects only one eye. These are also the algorithms to improve later.
The location performance is affected greately by selection of the parameters of morphological operators and threshold when extracting appropriate quasi-eye regions. It is a good strategy for us to adopt a iterative threshod and heuristic rules discriminant to alleviate this problem. In theory, image content segmentation in our method is mainly based on color mapping, which means that it can achieve rotation invariant and facial expressions insensitive. Our ongoing work is extending the method to be more robust for real application. Factors in considering various imaging conditions and head motions will be investigated in our future work.
Conclusion
In this paper, we present a combined eye localization approach based on several technique. The proposed algorithm integrates features of eye color mapping, heuristic rules, iterative threshod, twice extraction and similarity matching and so on. Preprocessing operation can overcome the limitation of variable illumination as much as possible. The pose independent feature of color mapping can handle images of face rotation in plane. Experiments demonstrate that the detection rate is promising, even in condition of spectacles occlusion and obvious face rotation. Some location examples are also given to illustrate its robustness of eye extraction across rotation, orientation and scale variance. This paper describes key steps in detail and experimental results are limited but encouraging. The results could be further improved by combination with more powerful techniques. Our method makes no use of memory, training as well as time-consuming wavelet analysis. More important, it can be easily incorporated in other approaches as a front-end filter or exploited in a time-constrained application of eye localization.
